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Abstract
mmunity
This article ppresents empiriical findings oof research seeeking to exploore the formation of social capital in com
development ppractice, that exhibits
e
a moddel or mechaniism by which social capital can be formedd and maintain
ned. This
study also deppicts how the empowermentt objective cann be achievedd through this form of sociall capital. The result of
this study fouund that the grouping
g
mechanism establlished by locaal community development organization, namely
Posdaya, has led to the forrmation and sttrengthening oof social capittal. The membbers of Posdayya have been grouped
based the sim
milarities of theeir interests, suuch as hobbies, talents, and pprofessions. Thhis study highhlights the fact that this
social capital has given risee to collective participation oof the Posdayaa members by sharing their knowledge, sk
kills, and
information; aand finding sollutions to theirr development problems withh minimum ouutside interventtion. These mu
utual and
collective actiions can be connsidered part oof the self-helpp principle whhich has succeeeded in empow
wering the mem
mbers of
Posdaya.
Keywords: soocial capital, em
mpowerment, mothers, low--income familiies
1. Introductioon
This article iis a case stuudy analysis oof a local coommunity devvelopment orgganization whiich has succe
eeded in
empowering its members by the form
mation of briddging and boonding social capitals throuugh their com
mmunity
development pprograms. Theere are many studies that suupport a similaar result throuugh demonstratting that socia
al capital
has many advvantageous soccioeconomic ouutcomes, such as democracyy (Brehm & Raahn, 1997; Puttnam R. D., 19
993) new
technology addoption, (Isham
m, 1999) and ppoverty alleviattion (Putnam R
R. D., 2000; Sabatini, 20099; Uyen & Porrciuncula,
2010; Hollandd, Kitts, da Silva, & Wierssma, 2013). T
These studies ddemonstrate thhat social cappital is an inde
ependent
variable whichh contributes to
t the increase of intended soocioeconomic outcomes throough various ddevelopment prrograms.
Based on an empirical studdy, this article adopts a diffe
ferent viewpoinnt and demonttrates how com
mmunity deve
elopment
programs can be utilized to form social caapital. The resuults of this stuudy show that tthe building off this social ca
apital has
succeeded in aachieving the community
c
em
mpowerment obbjectives of thhese developmeent programs.
Social capitall has been deffined as a sett of social relaations, includiing trust, norm
ms, and sociall networks; which
w
are
important andd enable peoplee to build comm
munities (Putnnam R. D., 19993). Putnam’s concept of soccial capital imp
plies that
community buuilding can bee achieved by employing vooluntary mutuual aid and coooperation prinnciples. Coope
eration is
also an imporrtant element within
w
the proccess of commuunity empowerment. Cooperration essentiaally describes the
t ways
in which peopple organize thhemselves for m
mutual econom
mic benefit to integrate prodduction and consumption (Ife
e, 2013).
The specific ffeatures of coooperation in thhe context of community development arre that cooperration is volun
ntary and
democratic, annd the benefitss are shared beetween membeers. Cooperation aims to preevent a compeetitive hierarchy, which
is the dominaant way of life in modern caapitalist societyy and is basedd on individuaal achievementt. Cooperation leads to
collective progress without imposing dom
minance and auuthority. It priooritizes peoplee sharing all asspects of living
g (social,
political, econnomic, and culttural) betweenn members.
It can be argueed that mutual cooperation
c
willl provide a mecchanism to builld the social cappital of a comm
munity. This coo
operation,
moreover, is reequired to achieeve the empow
werment objectivves of communnity developmennt programs. K
Kenny (2006) arrgues that
the empowerm
ment process invvolves the com
mmunity’s abilitty to have contrrol over knowleedge, informatiion, social relattionships,
decision-makinng and resourcees. Thus, empoowerment will ssucceed if comm
munities are abble to do things in their own way,
w using
their own know
wledge, informaation, social relations, and theiir own resourcees to improve thheir living condiitions.
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Maintaining cooperative principles in a competitive society is not easy, but it can be reinforced by communities which
have maintained their level of social capital (Putnam, 2000). This article endeavors to exhibit a model, or mechanism,
by which social capital can be formed and maintained from cooperation, or working together, in the context of
cooperation between mothers from low-income families. In this instance, social capital was formed by establishing a
local institution, namely the Posdaya (Pos Pemberdayaan keluarga), which facilitated interaction and cooperation
between its members so they could develop trust, networks, and norms; these are the important elements of social
capital and can lead to the empowerment of the families involved. The Posdaya has been established as a forum through
which families in rural areas can conduct and coordinate mutual or reciprocal activities including communication,
advocacy, education, and sharing information to strengthen the functions of family; which are religion, culture, affection,
protection, reproduction, health, education, economy, and environment (Suyono & Haryanto, 2009). Within the
Posdaya, these families have been encouraged to build mutual relationships to achieve the empowerment objectives of
this program. For example, a family which has a greater capacity in terms of wealth, health, education, skills,
knowledge, and information is expected to help families which have a lower level of these things. This study explores
how the empowerment objective can be achieved by focusing on a case study of a Posdaya located in Desa Ngroto,
Kecamatan Pujon, Kabupaten Malang, East Java Province, Indonesia.
2. Method
This study has implemented a single case study approach to fully capture various social capitals, including bonding,
bridging, and linking capitals, which have been formed by the Posdaya members. Data was collected by utilizing depth
interviews, as well as by reviewing documents and making observations. The Posdaya’s documents, including
legislation letters and details of organizational structure, were examined. Observation was also employed to examine the
social and economic impacts of the Posdaya’s community development programs on its members. Thirteen informants
were purposively selected from the members of different groups of the Posdaya including the knitting, cooking, farming,
herbal drink and vegetable seed growing groups.
3. Building Bridges and Bonds of Social Capital
This article found that mothers from low-income families have formed stronger social capital through the Posdaya of
DesaNgroto. Previously, these women lacked social capital; most live in low-income neighborhoods and had conducted
various productive activities to support their family income. However, they could not develop these activities for
economic betterment purposes due to several impediments including: lack of capital and skill, marketing issues, lower
quality, and diversification of their products. These mothers from low-income families had never worked together to
find a solution to these problems.
This study found that the establishment of the Posdaya has succeeded in organizing its members to undertake their
productive activities. The Posdaya has provided a model, or mechanism, for the way in which strong social capital, in
the form of both bonding and building capital; as well as vertical and linking capital, can be built between the members
of the Posdaya.
3.1 Bonding Social Capital
Putnam (1993) explains that bonding social capital is built between individuals who have the same ideology, interest, or
social demography including religion, ethnicity, class, and race. Another definition states that bonding capital refers to
‘relations among family members, close friends and neighbors in closed networks often lacking diversity and
characterized by dense, multifunctional ties, and strong, but localized trust’ (Ling & Dale, 2013, p. 3). In relation to this
study, the bonding capital has been built based on the similarity of professions, hobbies, and talents of the members of
the Posdaya. Mothers from low-income families who have the same preference are gathered into one group. For
instance, a mother who likes to cook will be in the same group with others who have the same hobby. There are several
groups of Posdaya in Ngroto Village including groups for vegetable seed growing, farming, knitting, tailoring, setting
up small shops, herbal drinks, making snacks or cooking. Figure 1 below illustrates two examples of how the members
of the Posdaya have been grouped based on similarities of their interests including the same profession, hobby, or
talent:
Figure 1 shows bonding capital that has been built by the Posdaya through connecting its members who have
similarities in professions, hobbies, and talents. This mechanism was described by the leader of Posdaya in the
following interview extracts:
The members of Posdaya have been grouped based on their hobbies and talents.....I think if people interest
to knitting but they are forced to make food spices, they wouldn’t make it.....That is the character of mothers
in Desa Ngroto(Rusmini: the leader of Posdaya)
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Figure 1. Bonnding Capital oof the Posdayaa
ng social
This study foound that the grouping mecchanism througgh the Posdayya has succeeeded in buildinng the bondin
capital of mothers from low
w-income fam
milies. This meechanism, furtthermore, can then be utilizzed to identify
y various
professions, hhobbies, and talents of the Poosdaya’s membbers; this inforrmation can then be used to ddetermine the different
kinds of devvelopment proograms, whichh could be cconducted by the Posdaya.. Figure 2 beelow shows structure
organization oof Posdaya whhich has been fformed based oon group of intterest of its meembers:

Sourcee: Posdaya’s doocument
F
Figure 2. Orgaanization Struccture of Posdayya
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Having been bbonded in the same group, tthe members oof the Posdayaa are expected to have intenssive social rela
ations by
sharing inform
mation and knoowledge relateed to their professions, hobbbies, and talentts. The follow
wing interview excerpts
illustrate the ssocial relationss, which are formed by the m
members of Possdaya:
If my cookies are sold out I w
will help my ffriends who sstill have som
me...for compeensation I tak
ke
Rp 50000 for one jar of
o cookies. Wee can’t find thiss kind of mutuaal aid in the ciity (Ani: a mem
mber of Posday
ya
from coooking group)
My frieend from herbbal drink groupp has taught m
me how to makke herbal drinnk from ginger.
r. Then I tried to
make iit by myself.....I’m surprise that everyonee like my herbbal drink, now
w I can make aand sell various
herbal drink (Wati: a member of Poosdaya from herbal drink gro
roup)
mbers of
The results off this study revveal several insstances relatedd to social relaations or mutuaal aid, conductted by the mem
Posdaya in thhe same groupp, for examplee, the herbal ddrink memberss have shared their knowleddge and skills to make
herbal drinks for their friendds in the samee group. Anothher example is a member whho has more information, kno
owledge,
and skills in ccooking will share
s
and teacch other membbers who havee a lower capaacity in this arrea. Other insttances in
relation to muutual aid conduucted by mem
mbers of the saame group is tthat a member who can succcessfully introduce her
product to thee market will innclude the products of other members to seell in the samee market. The kkind of social relations
which have beeen built by thhe Posdaya meembers have been explained by Putnam (22000), who staates that bondin
ng social
capital can be employed to mobilize
m
recipprocity and soliidarity, which reinforces a hoomogeneous ggroup. The mem
mbers of
the Posdaya, w
who have beenn grouped accoording to homogeneous interrests, have hadd more intensivve communica
ation and
interactions, w
which in turn facilitates
fa
soliddarity and reinfforces the bondded feeling bettween these m
members.

3.2 Bridging Social Capitaal
Putnam (in H
Hauberer, 20111) states that bbridging capittal links very different peopple together. IIn relation to bridging
capital, the m
members of the Posdaya forrm this kind of capital by having sociall relations witth other group
ps of the
Posdaya, evenn though theyy have differennt professionss, hobbies, andd talents. Grannovetter (19733) states that bridging
social capital connects peopple, or bondedd groups, and m
may facilitate access to resoources and oppportunities thatt exist in
one network tto a member of
o another and is characterized by weak tiees. These kindds of connectioons have been built by
the members of the Posdaaya who are ffrom differentt groups of professions, hoobbies, and taalents. The gro
oups are
illustrated in F
Figure 3 as folllows:

Figgure 3. Bridginng Capital of thhe Posdaya
Figure 2 illusttrates social reelations, whichh have been buuilt by the mem
mbers of the P
Posdaya from ddifferent group
ps. These
relations havee been includeed as weak tiees due to the fact that eachh group has diifferent characcteristics in relation to
professions, hhobbies, and taalents. The leaader of the Poosdaya explainns that social rrelations betweeen the members from
different grouups have been built from sevveral activitiess, for instancee the meetingss, workshops, seminars, and training
programs whiich have been conducted byy the Posdaya. In these activvities, the mem
mbers of the P
Posdaya from different
groups build ccommunicationn, mutual coopperation, and sshare various innformation in relation to theeir productive activities
a
as explained bby an interview
wee:
When w
we celebrate Eid
E Mubarak w
we always get m
many order too make variouss kind of cookies....I can’t eve
en
have a sleep.....Lucky
ky me, there weere mothers off Posdaya’s meembers who heelp me to makke these cookie
es,
the leader joined withh us too (Titin:: a member off Posdaya from
m cooking group
up)
I was aafraid if I cann’t sell my cookkies....but wheen I join to Poosdaya I’ve goot many friends
ds...I can sell my
m
cookiess to them to.... (Nani: a mem
mber of Posdayya from cookingg group)
In relation too mutual coopperation, althoough coming ffrom differentt groups, the members of Posdaya will support
members from
m other groupss who need asssistance or heelp in conductiing their businnesses. For insstance, the mem
mbers of
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the knitting grroup will helpp the memberss of the cookinng group whenn this group reeceives a largee number of orrders for
special occasiions such as Eid Mubarak and weddingg ceremonies. The memberss of the knittiing and otherr groups,
additionally, hhave become potential
p
custom
mers for the snnack group.

3.3 Linking SSocial Capital
As illustrated above, both boonding and briidging capital are horizontal networks whiich tie togetherr individuals who
w have
equal status aand power (H
Hauberer, 20111). Hauberer (2011) goes oon to explain that horizonttal networks facilitate
communicatioon and improvve the distributtion of informaation about thhe trustworthinness of individuuals. This stud
dy found
that the establlishment of thee Posdaya has given rise to aanother kind off social capitall, which is verttical and linkin
ng social
capital. Verticcal networks connect
c
individduals who aree located in assymmetric relaations of hieraarchy and dep
pendency
(Putnam R. D
D., 1993). Thiss kind of netwoork connects iindividuals witth people in ppower who havve influential positions
p
either politicaally or financiaally (Woolcockk, 2001). Woolcock (2001) aalso argues thaat these networks could be scaled up
at the commuunity level, civvic communitty, namely linking social caapital which aattaches this ccommunity to political
decision-makiing and financcial resources and relates ‘tto the capacityy to lever resoources, ideas, and informatiion from
formal instituutions beyond the communitty’. The estabblishment of liinking social ccapital throughh the Posdaya
a can be
illustrated in F
Figure 4 as folllows:

Figure 4. Linnking Capital oof the Posdayaa
This study foound that the members of the Posdaya,, both at the individual annd communityy level, have received
considerable ssupport from several
s
institutiions, includingg Non Governm
ment Organizaation (NGOs), universities, financial,
f
and governmeent institutionss in conductingg development programs as iillustrated in thhe following innterview excerpts:
I’ve jusst had a call from
fr a NGO whhich want to ggive haircut annd facial trainiing for Posdayya’s members....I
alreadyy call memberss who prefer too join this trainning program (Rusmini: the leader of Posddaya)
...I’d ggot skill to maake this cookiies from trainning program of Program K
Keluarga Harrapan (PKH) or
Expectting Family Prrogram of Sociial Ministry ...at home I praccticed making it and now I ccan sell it (Titin:
a membber of Posdayaa from cookingg group)
Having been organized in the Posdaya, productive acctivities, whicch are conducted by the coommunity mem
mbers of
Ngroto Villagge, could be iddentified moree easily by thee community ddevelopment ppractitioners too give them su
upport in
regard to finannces, skills, knnowledge, and information too develop these activities. Fuurthermore, coommunity deve
elopment
practitioners ccould conduct development pprograms moree effectively ass they deliver tthem right on targeted people.
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4. Social Capital Features: Networks, Norms, and Trust
The previous discussion illustrates how the grouping mechanism of the Posdaya has given rise to the formation of
bonding, bridging, vertical, and linking social capital. As a social organization, the Posdaya has demonstrated several
features which are needed to form social capital including networks, norms, and trust (Putnam, 1993). These features
will facilitate coordination and cooperation for the mutual benefit of organizations, or communities, who have this
social capital. Putnam’s research shows that an increase in the stock of social capital, including the norms and networks
of civic engagement, leads to improvements in a community’s economic life and governmental performance (Putnam,
1993). The mutual benefits of a civic or social organization include the calculation of skills of its members to cooperate,
a sense of shared responsibility for collective endeavors, and an increased solidarity, or moderate attitude, to other
groups with diverse goals and members.
4.1 Networks
The social relations which have been conducted by the members of the Posdaya have formed various networks, both
horizontal and vertical. In relation to horizontal networks, the members of the Posdaya have demonstrated mutual
cooperation or working together with other members in the same (bonding) and different (bridging) groups in
conducting their productive activities. Before the Posdaya was established, the members of the Posdaya had never
worked together to undertake these activities, due to their lack of social capital. The Posdaya has provided the
mechanism by which its members are able to build mutual cooperation to find solutions to their business problems; as
Putnam (2000) states, cooperation, or working together, is easier in a community which has a substantial stock of social
capital.The following interview excerpts illustrate mutual cooperation conducted by Posdaya’s members:
I have learnt to make this cake from my friend of cooking group. Now, I can produce it.....what a surprise,
this cake always sold out and I can sell many (Titin: a member of Posdaya from cooking group)
If I have a problem in conducting my business I will discuss it with my friends in Posdaya...how to solve
this problem.....I imagine if I think and do it by myself I will be stress (Misbah: a member of Posdaya from
knitting group)
The members of the Posdaya have undertaken mutual cooperation at two levels. Firstly, this cooperation has been
conducted by the members who are in the same group. For instance, the members of the cooking group have an
intensive interaction and communication in conducting their hobbies. These members share their food recipes,
knowledge, and skills in relation to cooking various kinds of food. Furthermore, the members of the cooking group have
become ‘sales representatives’ for other members. They take food products from other members to be sold and receive
the profit from it. Secondly, mutual cooperation has also been demonstrated by the members from different groups. As
mentioned above, the members of the Posdaya also become the potential market of the cooking group to promote and
sell their food products. The members of the Posdaya have utilized their networks in the Posdaya to get information to
develop their businesses. Putnam (1993) states that effective cooperation will require both accurate information and
reliable enforcement.
The interest group mechanism through the Posdaya has made it possible for members to establish the connections and
communication required to develop their networks. Networks of civic engagement are an essential form of social capital;
the more networks within a community, the more its members will be able to cooperate for mutual benefit (Putnam,
1993). By building networks, the members of the Posdaya are able to achieve several benefits including knowledge,
skills, and information, as well as a potential market to develop their businesses.
4.2 Norms
Coleman (1998) explains that effective norms will build strong social capital. These norms should be promoted and
maintained through several mechanisms, such as modeling, socialization, and sanctions (Putnam, 1993). Putnam (1993)
goes on to explain that in a group or collective context, norms are able to establish social capital if they maintain
individuals, so they act based on collective instead of private interest. The Posdaya has established several norms to
bond its members in collective interest. Included in these norms are reciprocity, reward, and punishment.
The most important norm in building social capital is reciprocity (Putnam, 1993). The members of the Posdaya have
established the norm of reciprocity, especially generalized reciprocity, in undertaking their productive activities.
Generalized reciprocity refers to ‘a continuing relationship of exchange that is at any given time unrequited or
imbalanced, but that involves mutual expectations that a benefit granted now should be repaid in the future’ (Putnam,
1993). For instance, the members of the cooking group support each other to sell and promote their food products.
When one of the members has run out of their stock of snacks, the member would sell stock from other members. This
member then has an expectation that friends would do the same thing if the need arose. Another instance is described in
the following interview excerpts:
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We always have mutual cooperation to sell our vegetable seeds. If my seed sold out I will help my friends
to promote and sell their one.....next time my friend will do the same way as I am (Wati: a member of
Posdaya from vegetable seed growing group)
The same reciprocity has been demonstrated by the members of the vegetable seed growing group who sell vegetables
seeds. These mothers from low-income families have grown these seeds in either their front or back yards. Their
potential consumers are vegetable farmers who will buy these vegetable seeds so they can cultivate them on their own
properties. Unfortunately, not all members of this group could sell all their vegetables seeds, for instance, due to the
location of their homes which are too far from the road. In this situation, the members who have finished selling their
seeds would provide support by offering or promoting the vegetables seeds of other members to the next customers.
In addition to the reciprocity norm, mutual cooperation has been encouraged in the Posdaya members through the
establishment of a reward and punishment mechanism. This mechanism, furthermore, has been utilized to increase the
participation of the Posdaya’s members in its community development programs. Rewards are distributed to the
members of the Posdaya who have participated intensively in the Posdaya’s development programs, such as meetings
and training programs conducted by NGOs, government, and academic institutions. The active members will be
prioritized in terms of receiving information and assistance from donors or funding bodies to develop their businesses.
On the other hand, the passive members will be disadvantaged as they will not be provided with this extra information
and assistance. The head of the Posdaya explains that there are various factors which influence the participation of the
Posdaya’s members as illustrated inthe following interview excerpts:
It’s hard to ask participation of Posdaya’s members who setting up small shops. I don’t know
why....but I think because their lifestyle. They are already in debt trap from moneylenders because of
this lifestyle. This is why I often not make a call to give them information related to development
programs (Rusmini: the leader of Posdaya)
I don’t know what’s wrong with Minah...it’s very hard to ask her to join with us....she is arrogant and
too focus on herself... (Tutik: a member of Posdaya from vegetable seeds growing)
There are several factors which influence the members of Posdaya to participate in Posdaya’s development programs.
Included in these factors are lifestyle and the character traits of the members. There are Posdaya members who are
orientated towards consumption. These members prefer to use their money for consumption rather than for productive
activities. As a consequence, many become indebted to moneylenders. There are also members of the Posdaya who lack
concern for their fellow members. They focus more on their own individual interests, rather than on the collective or
group interests.
4.3 Trust
Trust is required to encourage mutual cooperation (Putnam, 1993). This means that the higher the level of trust within a
community, the greater the possibility of mutual cooperation being conducted by its members. Coleman (1988) explains
that the reciprocity actions, which are conducted by a community’s members, will depend on two elements, and that one
of those is trust. Coleman (1988, p. 102) gives the example that if A does something for B and trusts B to reciprocate in
the future, this establishes an expectation in A and an obligation on the part of B. The same mechanism has been evident
in the members of several groups of the Posdaya. As explained above, these members have established mutual
cooperation based on the norm of reciprocity. For instance, one of the members in the vegetable seed group will help
other members to sell vegetable seeds when their seed supply runs out. This means that this member has an expectation,
through putting their trust in the member being assisted, and the member will be repaid by a reciprocal action in the
future.
The importance of trust in building social capital is illustrated by Coleman in relation to the rotating-credit associations
of Southeast Asia. ‘These associations are groups of friends and neighbors who typically meet monthly. Each person
contributes to a central fund that is then given to one of the members, through bidding or by lot, until, after a number of
months, each of the n person has made n contributions and received one payout’ (Coleman, 1988, p. 102). This
voluntary association would not exist without a high degree of trust among the members of the groups.
This study found, however, that the problem of trust has challenged the members of several groups of the Posdaya
when there is a need for mutual cooperation. One of these groups is the convenience store group whose members
consist of mothers from low-income families who set up small shops or convenience stores. As illustrated in above
explanation, this group has not developed when compared to other groups of the Posdaya. Most of the members of this
group are indebted to moneylenders. This problem has diminished the level of trust among the members of the small
shop group. This has hindered them from mutual cooperation and has had a negative effect on the norm of reciprocity,
both of which are required for constituting social capital.
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5. Social Capital and the Empowerment Objective of Community Development Programs
Putnam (1993) states that a community, which is blessed with an inherited stock of social capital in the form of norms
of reciprocity and networks of civic engagement, will conduct voluntary cooperation more easily. This inherited social
capital has contributed to the increase in economic development and the stabilization of the political situation of
communities in Northern Italy. Different from these communities, the mothers from low-income families, as a
community of Ngroto Village, previously had a lack of social capital. This study found that the interest group
mechanism, which is established through the Posdaya, has succeeded in forming and maintaining the social capital of
this community. This has resulted in increasing the capacity of Posdaya members to develop their productive activities,
which is in line with the empowerment objective of community development.
Community development is a development approach which allows the people or community to take control of the
developments that have an impact on their lives or future. This means that the main objective of this community
development approach is to achieve community empowerment. This objective can be attained if a community has the
capacity to take collective responsibility to undertake their own development to achieve a better life (Kenny, 2006). To
increase this capacity, a community must adopt self-help principles which require the participation of its members in the
development process (Kenny, 2006;Swanepoel & De Beer, 2006;Hustedde, 2008).
The results of this study show that the self-help principle has been adopted by the Posdaya in conducting its
development programs. The establishment of the Posdaya has organized productive activities, in addition to increasing
the collective participation of its members to undertake these activities. Collective participation has been constituted by
the members of the Posdaya through mutual cooperation, as well as through the development of the norms of
reciprocity and building trust between members, which are the elements required to form social capital. The existence
of social capital has been utilized by the Posdaya’s members to increase their capacity in conducting productive
activities, likewise in finding solutions to the problems which hinder their implementation, with minimum outside
intervention. Social capital, similar to other forms of capital, such as economic, natural, and human capital, is
productive, meaning that its presence will allow a community to achieve certain ends (Putnam, 1993). There are two
examples of how Posdaya members have empowered themselves by employing social capital to undertake their own
productive activities.
5.1 Knitting Group
This group consists of mothers who have similar hobbies and interests in knitting activities. They produce various
handmade knitting products, such as tablecloths, baby clothes, cushion covers, and key rings. These mothers just do
knitting for a hobby. Having been organized in Posdaya, they can develop this hobby into productive activity to
increase family income. Previously, they sell their products only for guests or community development practitioners
souvenirs who come to Posdaya as explained by its leader as follows:
There have been many guests come to see us since we organized in Posdaya. We give or sell our knitting
products as souvenirs to them (Rusmini: the leader of Posdaya)
However, this group has been challenged by marketing problems. They have not yet built networks, which would
enable them to sell their handmade knitting to the market. The leader of this group, then, put forward the idea of selling
their products online, using social media such as blogs; Facebook and Instagram. This will require the members to have
knowledge in relation to online marketing via these social media outlets. They have been supported by community
development practitioners of a university; these practitioners are conducting their development program by teaching this
knowledge to them, as illustrated by an interviewee:
Students from a university who undertake their community services taught us how to run our business via
social media...previously we learnt how to make a blog, now we can do it ourselves....we just had many
order from Lampung province (Yati: the leader of knitting group)
The members of the knitting group have succeeded in establishing an online marketing business through which they can
sell knitting products to other provinces in Indonesia. The knitting group is also trying to expand their market to tourist
destination places around their village as tourist souvenirs. As a consequence, they have to produce many knitting
products with various models to sell and fulfill the orders. This study found that the members of knitting group
conducted mutual cooperation to run this knitting business. The main role of the leader of this group is to share
knowledge and information to other members regarding models and kinds of knitting products. Furthermore, the leader
also has the responsibility to find information related to market and networks to sell knitting products. Meanwhile, the
group’s members collectively produce various knitting product to sell as explained by the leader in a excerpt interview
as follows:
Now we’re already sell our knitting product to a tourist destination place.....we just send an order of key
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rings to Lampung in Eid Mubarak....we’re always doing knitting together to fulfill that order (Yati: the
leader of knitting group)
The above explanation depicts a process through which the members of knitting group has been empowered through
grouping mechanism in Posdaya. The members have the capability to strengthen their bonding (between group’s
members), bridging (networking for market expanding) and linking capital (community development practitioners) to
undertake knitting business to increase their family income. The social capitals have been formed through collective
participation and mutual cooperation conducted by the group’s members to find solutions to the problems when running
their knitting business.
5.2 Vegetable Seed Growing Group
This group consists of mothers who cultivate vegetable seeds at the front or back yards of their properties. Like other
groups of Posdaya, this group has encountered many problems including capital and marketing problems to develop
their productive activities. In regard to capital problems, the members of this group have accepted financial support
from a local bank. As this was organized through Posdaya, the group of vegetable seed farmers has acquired more
privileges than individual bank customers, as the bank has offered them the lowest rate and waived some of the
administration fees. This mechanism has allowed the members of the vegetable seed farming group to obtain credit
more easily from this bank. This mechanism was described by the leader of this group in the following interview
extract:
We had acquired credit from Bank Jatim (name of local bank) to increase our capital....there was no debt
trap problems...all group’s members had returned their credits back... (Yani: the leader of vegetable seed
growing group)
This study found that the group of vegetable seed growing has strengthened its social capital through Posdaya. In regard
to bonding capital, this social capital has been developed through norms of reciprocity and trust by which this group
fulfilled the orders of consumers who are mostly vegetable farmers. As described in the previous explanation, this
reciprocity has been conducted by the members of vegetable seed growing group to sell their seeds to customers. The
members who have finished selling their seeds would help other members to sell or promote their seeds to the next
customers. Moreover, having been organized in Posdaya, this group has obtained more attention from community
development practitioners, which has formed its linking social capital. For instance, a local bank has allowed the
group’s members to have privileges in accessing credit to increase their capital. Another instance, which is the same as
the knitting group, the vegetable growing seed group has been supported by students of university who conducted
community services to develop online marketing via social media to sell their vegetables. Since then, the vegetable seed
growing group has had customers who come from other areas and are not only vegetable farmers who live nearby.
These two examples portray the extent to which social capital can be employed to achieve the empowerment objective
of community development programs. This study, however, found that not all the groups of the Posdaya could develop
collective participation to increase their capacity in conducting development programs. Only the groups which have
good or active leaders could form and strengthen social capital and utilize it to empower themselves. From observation,
this study found that the leaders of groups dominantly have established and managed various activities of their groups,
including meeting and training activities. For instance, in terms of location, most of these activities have been
conducted at the group leaders’ houses. Another crucial aspect is the knowledge and capacity of group members to use
information technology, which could support them to develop bridging social capital; for instance online marketing via
social media.
6. Conclusion
This study found that the stock of social capital of a community could be strengthened through a community
development program, namely Posdaya. Posdaya in Desa Ngroto has developed a model, or mechanism, the way in
which its members could form bonding, bridging, and linking social capital. Posdaya has grouped its members based on
the similarities of their interests, such as hobbies, talents, and professions. Within this mechanism mutual cooperation,
as well as the norms of reciprocity and trust building, have been developed by Posdaya members to conduct their
productive activities; this has led to the formation and strengthening of social capital.
In terms of empowerment, this study shows that the presence of social capital has given rise to collective participation
of the Posdaya members in conducting their productive activities. Sharing knowledge, skills, information, and finding
solutions to their development problems are included in collective actions conducted by Posdaya members. These
mutual and collective actions can be considered part of the self-help principle, which is required to achieve the
empowerment objective of community development programs.
This is a small example of the way in which social capital can be built by a community through the implementation of
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community development program. An appropriate model or mechanism to boost collective actions of community
members required to form social capital is justifiable. In order to develop a theoretical understanding of the models or
mechanisms of building and maintaining social capital in relation to community development programs, this study
indicates the necessity of further empirical studies in different communities.
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